The Client : Client is a Leading BFSI Company headquartered in U.K.. The client has
demonstrable capabilities in data, valuations and trade processing services are regarded as the
market standard in the global financial markets, helping their clients to reduce risk, improve
operational efficiency, and meet regulatory requirements. The client is the first independent
source of credit derivative pricing and has recently been announced as the fastest growing
private company in the UK.
For their expanding India operations and to support the product development initiatives, client
is looking for qualified and skilled S/W development professionals with a focus on a mutually
worthwhile association.
Position Title: Developer-Parsing
Work location: Noida
Experience: 4-6 yrs
Department overview:
The Client’s Quotes is a real-time quote parsing system. The service extracts indicative overthe-counter pricing, providing traders and portfolio managers with real-time pricing data for
CDS, indices, bonds, tranches, loans and other OTC asset classes.
Position Summary: A Java Developer is required to work on the Client Quotes backend
platform.
The role will initially be learn the parsing engine and implement parsing of email messages, this
would later on extend to other parts of the product like website, reporting and cache etc.
The role will require:
 Analysis of business requirements and specifications, designing, coding, testing and
debugging of state of the art parsers for highly ambiguous financial information
languages.
 Tight collaboration with product managers and expert business analysts to improve
and evolve the existing parsers and address future business needs.
 Work with highly innovative, dynamic team using extreme programming and test
driven development approach.
 Design and develop parsers for new asset classes. Extend existing parsers with new
capabilities and new parsing patterns.
Duties and Accountability:
 Gather, analyse and refine business requirements.

 Develop tools to support and optimize the day to day tasks faced by our analysts
 Work with our infrastructure group to design and build enhanced monitoring tools to
ensure throughput and uptime
 Understand system architecture and become involved in it’s design.
Business Competencies


Degree in Computer Science or related field.



4-6 years of development experience, preferably in a
financial environment.



Excellent knowledge of Java.



Good knowledge of parsing utilities like
Jflex/Byacc/ANTLR/LEX/YACC.



Good knowledge of SQL and Oracle databases is desirable
not essential.

Commercial awareness



Understanding of basic financial market terminology is
desirable, but not essential

Management
requirements



Dynamic and charismatic, demonstrating ability to
motivate others.



Must be hands on with technical ability to challenge
others’ work.

Education and
experience
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